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When a holding disappears from an equity saving plan: understanding how 
preferential subscription rights work 
 
 
Through the example of preferential subscription rights, this dispute illustrates the need for securities holders to 
pay attention to the information provided by their bank about transactions potentially affecting these securities.   
 
The facts 
 
In late November 2015, Mr R., a shareholder in Parrot, a company, noticed that following a capital increase by the 
company, a new holding entitled "PARROT DS" worth some €4,000 had appeared in his equity savings plan. 
Shortly after, this holding disappeared from his account, and his transactions record stated "Removal of worthless 
securities".  
 
Mr R. felt that some mistake must have been made resulting in a loss for him, since he had not issued specific 
instructions. He asked for the holding to be reinstated in his plan, only to be told him it comprised unexercised 
preferential subscription rights that lapsed on 4 December 2015. Unsatisfied with this response, Mr R. turned to 
me.  
 

The analysis 

 
I contacted the financial institution keeping the account in question to ask about the information provided to the 
customer during the capital increase. I requested a copy of this information.  
 
The institution confirmed that the newly created holding reflected the allocation of preferential subscription rights 
to the customer in his capacity as a Parrot shareholder, during Parrot's capital increase. The capital increase ran 
from 23 November to 4 December 2015.   
 
From my reading of the documentation, I saw that the institution had duly notified Mr R. about: 

• the capital increase; 
• his allocation of preferential subscription rights;  
• the deadline for exercising the rights.  

 
A message was sent to the customer's personal email address on 25 November 2015 advising him of the 
transaction and telling him to consult his online customer account for more information.  
 
His online account provided access to the corporate action notification and the form to fill in. Both the notification 
and the form specified that "rights that are not sold or exercised by 4 December 2015 will lapse and have no 
value". The message system of his online account contained the same information. 
 
A check on the institution's databases revealed, according to the institution, that the message sent to Mr R.'s 
online customer account was read on 25 November 2015 at 4:37 pm.  
 

The recommendation   
 
In this case, I felt that Mr R.'s account keeper had properly informed him through both his personal email and his 
online account about the procedures for the capital increase and in particular about the fact that the preferential 
subscription rights would lose all value if not exercised within the allotted timeframe.  
  



 
 
As a result, I said in my advice that the account keeper was not at fault and reminded Mr R. about what 
preferential subscription rights are and how they work, so that he would understand why the holding in question 
was removed from his equity savings plan.  

 

The lesson to be learned 
 
Some securities-related rights may be lost if they are not exercised by the stipulated deadline.  
This is true of preferential subscription rights, which represent the preferential entitlement of shareholders, who 
have an interest in the issuer's capital when a capital increase is held, to buy the newly issued shares. These 
rights are designed to prevent dilution of existing shareholdings at preferential conditions.  
As long as the rights are valid, holders may sell them or exercise them in full or in part by buying new shares.  
 
Preferential subscription rights thus have specific economic value, because they may be exercised to buy new 
shares at a price that will be more or less attractive than the market price depending on the discount between the 
issue price of the new shares and the trading price of the company's shares on the market. 
They may therefore be traded and have their own listing while they remain valid. 
 
The number of preferential subscription rights allocated may be indexed to the number of requests for new shares 
(they are then referred to as over-subscription rights).  
 
The economic value of these rights, which represent a preferential right during the capital increase, necessarily 
disappears when the capital increase ends. Accordingly, at the end of the capital increase, preferential 
subscription rights that have not been sold or exercised to buy new shares lapse and lose their value.  
In this case, the capital increase ended on 4 December 2015, and Mr R.'s preferential subscription rights 
therefore lost their value on that date.  

 
Securities holders must pay attention to messages about corporate actions sent to them by their custody 
account keepers and be mindful that some rights, such as preferential subscription rights, have a limited 
life and may be entirely lost if they are not exercised within the appointed timeframe.  
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